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Abstract
Psychological research in the USA and elsewhere suggests that race is regarded as an underlying, 
inherited “essential” trait, like membership in a biological species. Yet Brazil has often been 
regarded as very di! erent from the USA: as a country in which racial variation is seen as more 
continuous than categorical, more a matter of appearance than descent. " is study tests 
alternative theories of racial cognition in Bahia, Brazil. Data include racial classifi cation of 
drawings and photographs, judgments of similarity – dissimilarity between racial categories, 
ideas about expected and possible race of o! spring from inter-racial unions, heritability of racial 
and non-racial traits, and conservation of race through changes in appearance. " e research 
demonstrates consensus over time in appearance-based classifi cation, yet race is also thought of 
as an “essential” trait. However, racial essences can be mixed, with a person containing the 
hereditary potential of multiple races, so that race in Bahia does not defi ne clear-cut groups 
or discrete “living kinds.” If essentialism is the shared core of folk theories of race, there may 
be more variability and room for social construction in the categorization of mixed-race 
individuals.
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" ere is now a large body of research in psychology on essentialism. “Essen-
tialism is the view that certain categories (e.g., women, racial groups, dino-
saurs . . .) have an underlying reality or true nature that one cannot observe 
directly. Furthermore, this underlying reality (or ‘essence’) is thought to give 
objects their identity, and to be responsible for similarities that category mem-
bers share” (Gelman, 2005). 

" is research suggests that essentialist thinking is not just the ideology or 
error of one age or culture, but a basic cognitive tool used in every society to 
understand the world, especially the living world (Gelman, 2003, 2005). Ani-
mals and plants are normally conceived in essentialized terms, as divided into 
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living kinds, with members of each kind united by a shared underlying essence. 
And while it takes considerable experience and teaching for children to learn 
what kinds of living things exist and what their typical properties are, essen-
tialism itself, and the idea of living kinds, may not be learned. Rather, there is 
evidence that these ideas are part of an innate endowment that children bring 
to understanding biology, which greatly speeds up the task of categorizing and 
understanding the natural world. Although adults pass on considerable natu-
ral history lore to children, there is little evidence that they instruct children 
in essentialism. Rather, the idea seems to develop spontaneously in the course 
of ordinary maturation.

Essentialism may characterize thinking about human kinds, such as races, 
as well as about living kinds, such as species. Earlier research on children’s 
ideas about race commonly began with the idea that these are the product of 
a generalized process of concept formation, with children initially making 
inductions based on visible qualities, and only later being educated in a con-
cept of races as hereditary groups. But essentialism about human kinds seems 
to appear early in development. It shows up in studies of American and French 
children from ages three to fi ve and up (Hirschfeld, 1996). For these children, 
some physical traits, like body build, are important, but not essentialized. 
" ey are perceptually salient and contribute strongly to perceived similarities 
between individuals, but children do not expect them to be conserved over the 
course of growth and reproduction. Other traits, however, like skin color, 
although no more perceptually salient, are treated in an essentialized fashion. 
Furthermore, some forms of narrative – stories presented in pictures with both 
racial and non-racial visual cues – support recall of physical similarities, while 
others – stories presented in words with both physical and racial descriptors – 
support recall of living kinds. Learning about race, according to Hirschfeld, is 
not so much a matter of learning the concept of race itself, as a process of 
learning what essences match up with what outward cues.

In more work along these lines, Gil-White (2001a) asks “Are races biologi-
cal species to the human brain?” and answers in the a#  rmative. He presents 
results of ethnographic and experimental research among the Torguud Mon-
gols of Mongolia. Local culture does make a di! erence to Torguud concep-
tions of ethnicity. " e strongly patrilineal Torguud expect that the child of a 
mixed union will belong to the ethnic group of its father. Yet many Torguud 
have a strongly essentialist conception of ethnicity, arguing that a Mongol is 
still a Mongol even when raised from birth among Kazakhs. Even those Tor-
guud who say that such a child is Kazakh often turn out on further question-
ing to expect that the child will display Mongol traits. Gil-White argues that 
the concept of ethnicity arises when people apply an innate concept of “living 
kind” to classify and understand variation within the human species.
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Further results come from the collaboration of an anthropologist and two 
developmental psychologists studying the Vezo of Madagscar (Astuti et al., 
2004). " e Vezo like many Austronesian-speaking peoples, a#  rm an anti-
essentialist idea of inheritance. " ey say that learning rather than parentage 
determines social identity, that only gradually over a lifetime does one become 
a member of a group, and that physical characteristics are plastic and strongly 
a! ected by experience. Yet experimental investigation provides a more compli-
cated picture. Vezo children, asked about the characteristics and group iden-
tity of children switched at birth are more nativist than Vezo adults. And even 
Vezo adults show signs in “switched at birth” questions of a nativism that 
belies their repeated professions of human malleability. Asuti et al. argue that 
these professions represent a morally charged program of highlighting the 
bonds of community outside the nuclear family, which operates against a 
background of essentialist intuitions. “Vezo do di! erentiate between relations 
engendered by birth and relations created through nurture, but they are com-
mitted to speaking as if they do not” (Astuti et al., 2004: 151).

In marked contrast to these fi ndings – and in support of the claim that race 
is “socially constructed” – Brazil has often been presented as a place with a 
non-essentialist concept of race. Consider, for example, the article “Mixed 
blood” (Spradley and McCurdy, 2005), from a widely used reader for intro-
ductory cultural anthropology classes in the USA. " e author, New York-
based psychologist Je! erson Fish recounts the experiences of his mixed race 
daughter, who is categorized as “black” in the USA but “white” in Brazil. He 
concludes:

" ere are many di! erences between the American and Brazilian folk taxonomies 
of race. " e American system tells you about how people’s parents are classifi ed, 
but not what they look like. " e Brazilian system tells you what they look like, 
but not about their parents. . . . Americans believe that race is an immutable 
biological given, but people . . . can change their race by getting on a plane and 
going from the United States to Brazil. [W]hat changes is not the physical 
appearance of the person . . . but the way they are classifi ed (Fish, 2005: 258).

Fish’s article is an expression of what might be called the “standard model” of 
race in Brazil (and Latin America in general), which sharply contrasts these 
countries with the USA (and South Africa). " e standard model is partly 
about racial politics, claiming that these are less polarized in Brazil, and more 
a matter of inter-personal than inter-group relations (Hoetink, 1967; Degler, 
1971). " e standard model is also about racial categorization and folk theories 
of race, claiming that these are very di! erent in the two countries. Experi-
ments and ethnography within this research tradition (Harris and Kottak, 
1963; Kottak, 1967; Harris, 1970; Sanjek, 1971) have been used to support 
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several claims about racial categorization in Brazil. First, that Brazilians use 
many racial categories, not just two or three, and that racial variation is treated 
as continuous rather than categorical, with no clear line marking where one 
category leaves o!  and another begins. Second, that racial categorization varies 
according to circumstances – in particular, individuals of higher social class 
may be classifi ed as whiter than their family background or appearance alone 
would suggest. In the Brazilian phrase, “Dinheiro embranqueça” (“Money 
whitens”). " ird, that race in Brazil is a matter of appearance rather than 
descent. " us racial labels like negro (Negro, black) and branco (white) overlap 
with and are not clearly distinct from descriptive labels like loiro (blonde) or 
escuro (dark). And conversely, individuals from the same family may be 
assigned to di! erent racial categories if their appearance di! ers su#  ciently.

" e standard model has been seriously challenged lately. Recent years have 
seem something of an Americanization of Brazilian racial politics, with the 
Left adopting an explicitly racial agenda, and promoting a#  rmative action in 
government, educational institutions, and the media (Fry, 2000; Telles, 2004; 
Daniel, 2005). Accompanying this political change has been an intellectual 
one, with both Brazilian and Brazilianist scholars questioning how di! erent 
Brazil really is from the USA (Fontaine, 1985; Reichmann, 1999; Telles, 2004; 
Daniel, 2006).

In tandem with this, there are questions about how far apart Brazilian and 
American concepts of race really are. " us, Sheri!  (2001), reporting ethno-
graphic work in a predominantly black shantytown in Rio de Janeiro, argues 
that earlier research on racial categorization in Brazil failed to distinguish 
properly three distinct discourses or registers for discussing race. One of these 
is the discourse of cor (color). In this discourse, speakers deploy a large stock 
of words and phrases to register di! erences in physical appearance, often with 
considerable individual variation and improvisation. Another register belongs 
to the realm of pragmatics rather than semantics, with di! erent racial terms 
deployed not to describe or classify, but to register respect, disrespect or inti-
macy. According to Sheri! , it is mostly the fi rst two discourses, the former in 
particular, that were explored by the early work of Harris, Kottak, and Sanjek. 
In many accounts of Brazilian racial categories these are presented as the 
Brazilian system of racial categorization. However, Sheri!  argues that in 
another register, that of racial classifi cation strictly speaking, “contrary to con-
ventional wisdom, the people of Morro do Sangue Bom do, in fact, conceptu-
alize racial being as essentially bipolar . . . [j]ust as is the case in countries such 
as the United States” (Sheri! , 2001: 30–31). 

More recently, Baran (2007) takes a more modulated position: Brazilian 
“thinking about race does not conform simplistically to either the conven-
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tional scholarly wisdom about multiple non-essentialized categories of race in 
Brazil or the idea that race is essentialized similarly to the United States” 
(Baran, 2007: 402). " e Bahians he studied often considered race to be more 
than a matter of appearance, but were reluctant to adopt the bipolar perspec-
tive of political activists, for whom all non-whites are negro. And even Sheri!  
declares at the end of her book that “there is, fi nally, something that is di! er-
ent about Brazil” (Sheri! , 2001: 224). Demography and population genetics 
bear this out. Black/white intermarriage and sexual relations are much com-
moner in Brazil than in the USA, after correcting for the relative population 
sizes (Telles, 2004), and genetic amalgamation has proceeded farther in Brazil 
(Alves-Silva et al., 1999; Carvalho-Silva et al., 2001). Although some authors 
suggest that the two countries are converging, their di! erences deserve contin-
ued investigation. 

My own current research addresses some of the issues involved by taking up 
the classic topic of race in Brazil with an awareness of new theoretical and 
methodological approaches to racial cognition. In the remainder of this paper, 
I present and discuss results from two lines of investigation. First I present 
some of my own research on race and appearance and compare it with earlier 
research. " is sets the stage for presenting results from a second line of inves-
tigation, using di! erent research tools, which directly investigates Brazilian 
ideas about race, inheritance and essence.

All the research reported here was carried out in the coastal region of Bahia, 
in the Brazilian nordeste (Northeast). " is area was an early center of Portu-
guese settlement in Brazil and of Brazil’s slave plantation economy. " e popu-
lation today is mostly of African ancestry, often with some white and Indian 
admixture. Race relations and racial categorization vary from one part of 
Brazil to another; the nordeste, especially Bahia, is commonly held to be the 
clearest exemplar of the “standard model” of race in Brazil. Bacelar and Caroso 
(1999) and Sansone (2003) provide valuable discussions of race in Bahia 
today. 

" is article is mostly entirely concerned with blacks and whites in Brazil, 
largely ignoring Indians and Asians. " e English words “black” and “white” 
are used to refer to individuals of African and European ancestry, along with 
Brazilian words as appropriate. Most of the research was carried out in two 
sessions of fi eldwork in 2001 and 2004, but some of the research materials 
were collected during earlier fi eldwork.
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Methods and Results

Race and Appearance

Brazilians have a large vocabulary for describing race-related variation in phys-
ical features. " is has often been treated as evidence for an appearance-based 
concept of race in Brazil di! erent from the descent-based American concept. 
While the next section addresses Brazilian ideas of race and descent directly, 
this section applies new data and new methods of analysis to the classic topic 
of race and appearance in Brazil. 

" e data consist of four data sets, one collected by another researcher (San-
jek 1971) and three presented here for the fi rst time. Each data set was pro-
duced by taking a collection of stimuli – drawings, photographs or labels – and 
getting a number of Bahian subjects to classify or otherwise evaluate them. In 
each case, subjects’ responses were used to construct a matrix relating di! erent 
racial categories to one another, with the entry {i,j} in each matrix being a 
measure of similarity or dissimilarity between racial categories i and j. Each 
matrix of correlation coe#  cients was converted into a distance matrix and 
subjected to Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), using the PROXSCALE 
routine in SPSSX. " e result was four two-dimensional representations in 
which similarity between racial labels is represented by spatial proximity – in 
e! ect, a series of maps of the “mental space” in which Brazilian racial termi-
nology operates.

Below I summarize stimuli, subjects, and methods of matrix construction 
for each data set, before comparing results, which are presented in Table 1 and 
Fig. 1.

(1) " e fi rst study is a reanalysis of data collected in the 1960s by Sanjek 
(1971), who carried out a thorough investigation of racial categorization in a 
Bahian coastal village he called “Sitio”. " e stimuli used were 36 drawings 
presenting various combinations of sex, skin color, and hair, lip and nose form. 
" ese were presented in random order to 60 adults, who were asked for the 
race, or qualidade of each picture. Other research employing some of the same 
stimuli and methods is presented by Harris and Kottak (1963). 

For a subset of his data, Sanjek presents numerical results suitable for 
reanalysis with MDS. He records the number of times that each of eight major 
racial labels was applied to each of nine drawings varying in skin color and 
hair form. " e frequency of di! erent terms is given in the fi rst column of 
Table 1. " ese data can be further analyzed by constructing an x-by-x matrix 
in which entry {i,j} is the Pearson correlation coe#  cient across all drawings 
between the number of times term i and term j were applied to each drawing, 
and applying Multi-Dimensional Scaling. 
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" e result is shown in the fi rst chart in Fig. 1. To assist comparisons among 
charts, the points in each case have been rotated and scaled to put the two 
contrasting terms, negro (Negro or black) and branco (white) at ($1, 1) and 
(1, $1) respectively. " e more distant two points on the chart, the lower the 
correlations between the associated terms. " e area of each circle is propor-
tional to the number of times the corresponding term was used. Clearly the 
terms used fall into four clusters. Some terms are perfect (branco and alvo) or 
close (negro and preto) synonyms, although in some cases the appearance of 

Table 1
Frequently used terms in three studies of Brazilian racial categorization

Term Translation Frequency (%)

Sitio (Sanjek, 
1971) drawings

Valença (2001) 
photographs 1

Valença (2004) 
photographs 2

Valença (2004) 
inheritance

Morena Brown 15.8 35.5 40.1 30.6
Branca White 19.7 10.0 17.8 8.3
Morena 
Clara

Light brown 3.6 9.3 11.2 9.7

Negra Black/Negro 2.9 7.8 10.1 12.5
Escura Dark 0.6 7.6 2.3 0
Mulata Mulatto 5.2 6.1 3.4 13.9
Morena 
Escura

Dark brown 0.6 4.1 2.8 0

Sarará Light skin, 
African fea-
tures

12.8 3.3 .6 5.6

Clara Light 0.3 2.9 2.0 0
Parda Mixed race 0 2.1 3.5 8.3
Preta Black 7.3 2.0 1.5 4.2
Cabo 
Verde

Dark skin, 
European 
features

8.3 1.2 0.6 2.8

Cabocla Indian/
mixed

4.5 0.6 0.7 0

Mestiça Mixed 0 0.2 0.7 4.2
Alva White 4.7 0 0 0

Other 15.2 6.3 2.7 0
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Figure 1. Race and appearance according to Brazilians: Results from Multi-
Dimensional Scaling. Abbreviations: Al, Alvo; Ar, Aracuabo; Ca, Caboclo; Cl, 
Claro; CV, Cabo Verde; Es, Escuro; In, Indio; Lo, Loiro; MC, Moreno Claro; 

ME, Moreno Escuro; Mu, Mulato; Pa, Pardo; Pr, Preto; Sa, Sarara.

synonymy is misleading – e.g. caboclo but not cabo verde implies some Indian 
ancestry. " e four clusters roughly occupy the vertices of a square in a 
two-dimensional space. MDS itself does not say what the two dimensions of 
variation are to be labeled, but it is clear that the horizontal axis distinguishes 
dark from light skin, while the vertical axis distinguishes African from non-
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African features. In the present case the African – non-African axis means 
hair form, but it is clear from Sanjek’s discussion that other features are 
involved as well.

(2) " is study and the next involve classifi cation of frontal facial photo-
graphs. " e photographs used in the second study were collected in the course 
of research on race, racial categorization, and family structure in a village north 
of Salvador, during 1991. " e photographic subjects were 100 women between 
the ages of 15 and 40 (average age 25) belonging to 33 families in a range of 
neighborhoods and social classes. In 2001, these photographs were shown to 
102 adult inhabitants of Valença, a town of about 70,000 inhabitants in Bahia, 
south of Salvador. None of these subjects recognized anyone in the photo-
graphs. Each interview subject was asked to give the raça (race) of each photo-
graph. If they seemed uncertain they were further prompted with cor (color) 
and then tipo (type). None of the subjects indicated that their answer would 
be di! erent for raça, cor or tipo. " e order of the photographs was randomized 
between subjects. Subjects were initially approached in public places and out-
side their homes, with further subjects recruited through network sampling. 
Like previous research in Brazilian racial categorization, this study generated a 
large number of terms (i.e., 49), although this overstates the real variety of 
classifi catory terms. Some terms are merely variants of the same word or noun 
phrases. And many terms were used only once, with some one-shot terms 
probably displaying the improvisatory brio of individual subjects rather than 
recording expressions in common use. But even so, eleven terms occurred in 
more than 1% of categorizations. Terms and frequencies are given in the sec-
ond column of Table 1. As with the previous data set, the matrix of correlation 
coe#  cients between terms was analyzed with MDS, with results as shown in 
the second chart in Fig. 1.

(3) " e next study is an outgrowth of an earlier project on standards of 
physical attractiveness across cultures (reported in Jones, 1996). In the course 
of this research, I collected photographs of women in the city of Salvador, 
Brazil. I positioned myself in public places and at predetermined intervals 
approached the nearest woman who was not obviously occupied, and explained 
the purposes of my research, and asked to take her photograph. " e result, 
after discarding bad photographs, was a collection of 30 photographs of 
women in their teens and twenties. Given the locations chosen for taking 
pictures – in and around the city center – there was probably some skew 
toward lighter skin and European features relative to the population of the city 
as a whole, and relative to the sample in the previous study. 

On two occasions at di! erent locations these photographs were used to 
investigate Bahian racial categorization, fi rst, in 1991 in a village north of 
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Salvador, during the same fi eldwork session mentioned above, and second, in 
2004 during fi eldwork in Valença. " e former results are summarized in Jones 
(1996). " e second set of results is analyzed here, based on the responses of 
70 adult subjects, with data analyzed as above, and results presented in the 
third column of table 1 and the third chart in Fig. 1.

(4) " e stimuli in the fourth study, which was also carried out during fi eld-
work in Valença in 2004, are labels rather than pictures. Fifteen racial terms, 
written on index cards, were used, including the 11 most frequently used 
terms (see above), as well as four other terms of potential interest, including 
two descent-based terms, indio and caboclo, referring to Indian ancestry, and 
two appearance-based terms, cabo verde and loiro (blonde). Male or female 
versions of terms were selected randomly for each subject. To begin, I unfolded 
a scale consisting of several attached sheets of paper with the numbers from 1 
to 6 written along the top. Beneath the number 1 was written muito semel-
hante (very similar), and beneath 6 was written muito diferente (very di! erent). 
I took two cards at random from the selected pile and explained to subjects 
that I was interested in understanding more about how the locals classifi ed 
people, and that I wanted to know whether, in the subject’s opinion, the two 
categories represented were very similar, very di! erent, or somewhere in 
between, on a scale of 1 to 6. I held on to one card at the low end of the scale, 
and encouraged subjects to position the other card near or far from the fi rst. 
After subjects had assigned a position to the fi rst pair of terms, and I had 
recorded the corresponding number, I discarded one member of the pair, and 
chose another term at random, proceeding until all 15 cards had been used, 
each (except the fi rst and last) paired randomly with two others.

" is task was more di#  cult for some subjects than the classifi cation of pic-
tures (although nobody failed to recognize any of the terms used). In nine 
cases out of 66, subjects apparently did not understand the task. Results here 
are based on responses of the remaining 57 subjects. For each pair of terms, 
similarity scores were averaged across all subjects exposed to that pair to con-
struct a 15%15 similarity matrix, which was analyzed by MDS. 

Below I discuss some patterns evident in comparing pictorial results among 
themselves and with results from labels.

(1) Appearance-based racial categorization in Bahia (studies one through three) 
shows considerable consistency. In all the pictorial studies (and in earlier results 
reported in Jones, 1996, 2000), appearance-based categories are organized 
around two major dimensions of somatic variation, color and African–non-
African features. When negro and branco and are placed at opposite corners of 
a square, the third major term, moreno falls near a third corner of the square, 
implying dark skin but not necessarily African features. " ere is one major 
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di! erence between results from drawings and photographic results. In the 
results from drawings (fi rst chart), the fourth corner of the square – light color 
with African features, especially hair – is occupied by the synonyms sarará, 
and araçuabo. But in the second and third charts, sarará, is used less frequently 
and its position is more intermediate. " is most likely stems from di! erences 
in the stimuli used, with the combination of features that give the prototype 
of sarará being commoner in the drawings than in photographs of real peo-
ple.

Between the two studies involving photographs there are further similari-
ties, with less frequently used terms, including mulato, moreno claro, and pardo, 
occupying consistent intermediate positions among the big three (negro, 
branco, moreno). " is is in spite of the fact that the frequencies of the di! erent 
categories di! er signifi cantly between the two photographic samples, with the 
sample in Chart 3 being whiter. 

Finally, some vocabulary changes are evident between the time of Sanjek’s 
research and more recently. Two synonyms, alvo (white, synonymous with 
branco) and araçuabo (light color with African features, synonymous with 
sarará) have disappeared, while the once-absent pardo – used in o#  cial con-
texts including the census – is now moderately common. Negro has overtaken 
preto or escuro as the most common term for unambiguously dark and African 
features, refl ecting increased acceptability of what was formerly a more stig-
matized term.

(2) Compared to responses to pictures, responses to labels (study four) are more 
unidimensional and black-skewed. " e fourth study, with average ratings of 
similarity between pairs of labels has to be taken cautiously. " e number of 
useable responses is smaller, and, by chance, some of the 105 possible pairs 
of terms were compared only infrequently. Nevertheless, consistent results are 
found in the comparison between this study and the others. In particular: 

(a) " e two dimensions of variation evident in the earlier studies are less 
apparent in this case, with terms coming closer to lying along a one-dimensional 
continuum between negro and branco. Apparently, when subjects judge labels 
rather than pictures, they pay more attention to how labels refl ect di! erent 
levels of black and white admixture, and less to how the labels refl ect di! ering 
and potentially independent combinations of visible characteristics – color and 
features.

(b) Relative to the pictorial studies, most of the intermediate terms, except 
sarará, have shifted toward negro. " us subjects judge moreno, the most com-
monly used term for intermediate race, to be more similar to negro and related 
terms than to branco. " is echoes Sherif ’s observation that moreno is consid-
ered a kind of black.
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In summary, these results show considerable consensus in appearance-based 
racial classifi cation over di! erent time periods and experimental protocols, 
with the same two dimensions of physical variation showing up repeatedly. 
Although this fi ts with earlier views that race in Brazil is about appearance, res-
ponses to labels suggest that something else is going on. " e conceptual struc-
ture associated with racial terms may di! er from their perceptual structure. 
(On a practical note, Harris et al. (1995) and Telles (1995) argue about 
whether, for o#  cial purposes, individuals of mixed ancestry would be better 
designated moreno or pardo. Moreno is commoner in everyday speech. Parda is 
the current o#  cial term, used in the Brazilian census. Unfortunately, the 
results here (which would need to be replicated over a wider geographic area) 
suggest that neither term quite does the job of referring unambiguously to the 
racially intermediate.)

Race and Inheritance

" ere is an obvious problem with treating responses to drawings and photo-
graphs as refl ecting the meaning of racial terms or the Brazilian theory of race. 
Given no further information, subjects will necessarily answer questions about 
race on the basis of visible characteristics (although it is worth noting that 
none of the subjects said that they would need to know more about the family 
background of photographic subjects before they could provide a racial clas-
sifi cation). Whether ideas of heredity, or underlying essences, are also part of 
their concept of race is not directly addressed by these experiments, a point 
made forcefully by Gil-White (2001b). In this section, I report on research 
that addresses these questions directly.

" e interviews and experiments reported below were carried out in Valença 
in 2004. 64 adults were interviewed. In the earliest interviews there was some 
experimentation to arrive at the procedure described below. A major part of 
each interview involved a research instrument consisting of 22 index cards and 
two sheets of paper. On each card was written one of the eleven most com-
monly used racial categories, with either a masculine or a feminine ending. 
On one sheet of paper, written across the top, were the phrases “Se o paí é . . .” 
(“If the father is . . .”) and “e a mãe é . . .” (“and the mother is . . .”), with a space 
beneath each phrase for an index card. Across the bottom of the sheet was 
written “. . . o fi lhó é . . .?” (“. . . the child is . . .?”). " e other sheet was the same, 
but with the sexes switched.

In the course of an interview, one of the sheets of paper would be presented 
to the subject, and cards for negro or negra (black male or female) and branco 
or branca (white male or female) would be placed in the open spots for father 
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and mother. " e order of the two categories (negro/branco) was varied at ran-
dom. " e statements on the paper and index cards were read to the subject 
(e.g., “Se o paí é negro, e a mãe é branca, o fi lhó é . . .?”) and their answer regard-
ing the resulting o! spring was recorded. " is was followed up by asking: Could 
the o! spring in question be white? (if the subject had not already given branco 
as an answer) and Could the o! spring be black? (if the subject had not already 
given negro as an answer). " is was followed with questions about further 
combinations. For example, if the subject stated that the o! spring of a negro 
and a branca was a mulato, then the index cards for mulato and mulata would 
be extracted from the deck, and the subject would be further questioned about 
the o! spring of mulato and negra, branco and mulata, and mulato and mulata 
(with the order of the two parents again varied randomly). When the subject 
did not supply an intermediate type of their own for the result of a black/
white cross, either moreno (brown) or mulato was used as an intermediate type. 
As before, subjects were also asked what the o! spring could be. " us, a subject 
who declared that the o! spring of a mulato and a mulata was a mulato was 
further asked whether a negro or branco o! spring was possible. 

Figure 2 summarizes responses to these questions, with each of six charts 
showing what subjects said about the race of o! spring for the di! erent com-
binations of black, white and mixed parents. For example, the chart in the 
upper right shows responses (given as percentages) to the initial round of ques-
tions involving a black and a white parent. " e bars in each chart sum sub-
jects’ answers to the fi rst question about what the race of the child would be. 
For this question, most subjects (46/60 or 76%) gave some term other than 
negro or branco (coded “Other” in Fig. 2), while the remaining subjects said 
the o! spring would be black, or white, or black or other, or white or other, 
or black or white, as shown. " e chart also includes several vertical lines 
which give subjects’ response to follow-up questions about whether a child in 
the relevant category was even possible: 63% of subjects said a black and a 
white parent could have a black child, and 69% said they could have a white 
child. 

" e Other category is further broken down in the fourth column of Table 1. 
" is column shows, in percentages, the answers given by subjects to the ques-
tion about the o! spring of negro and branco parents. It is worth noting that 
these frequencies di! er somewhat from those in the second and third  columns: 
escura (dark) and clara (light) are more frequent in response to questions based 
on appearance, while mulata, parda, and mestiça (all explicitly involving mix-
ture) are more frequent in response to questions about inheritance. " e vocab-
ularies of appearance and inheritance overlap but are not identical.
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Figure 2. " e inheritance of race according to Brazilians

In addition to the questions described above and summarized in Fig. 2, fur-
ther questions were asked to probe subjects’ ideas about race and inheritance. 
" ey were asked whether two siblings with the same mother and father could 
be of di! erent races, and whether a white man who underwent plastic surgery 
to look like a black man would be black or white. With all questions, subjects 
were encouraged to elaborate on their answers.
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Below I discuss some of the patterns evident in Fig. 2 and from the rest of 
the interviews. 

(1) Races can be mixed and (less readily) unmixed. As discussed above, the 
great majority of subjects assigned the o! spring of negro and branco parents to 
some third category. Introducing a third category was not logically necessary, 
and in fact most subjects allowed that the child could be negro or branco even 
if they did not give this as their initial answer. But most subjects avoided a 
strict one-drop rule that would make the child negro. None followed a straight 
patrilineal or matrilineal rule that would assign it to the father’s or mother’s 
race. Two subjects suggested that a child would be more similar to his or her 
same-sex parent, but one of these changed his mind. 

" is part of the interview inspired a lot of comments, all neutral or positive, 
about the high level of racial mixture in Brazil and/or Bahia. Several noted 
that in Bahia, even branco and negro could not be certain that they did not 
have mixed ancestry. One subject made this point vividly by saying: “" is 
place would have driven Hitler crazy”. When I asked him to elaborate, he said 
that white and black in Bahia were so mixed that it was hopeless to look for 
pure races.

Racial unmixing was also allowed by many subjects, but less consistently. 
It was unanimously agreed that mixed parents could have mixed children, 
less widely agreed that they could have branco or negro children. A related 
question about whether two siblings with the same father and same mother 
could be of di! erent races also got a range of answers: 33 said yes, implying 
di! erent siblings could receive di! erent racial contributions from their par-
ents, 22 said no.

(2) Race can be an underlying, inherited trait. Both the shifts in vocabulary 
between appearance and inheritance questions, and the patterns with regard 
to racial mixing and unmixing, suggest that many subjects have a concept of 
racial heredity, and not just of race as a matter of appearance. " is hypothesis 
is strongly supported by comments and responses to further questions. 

(a) In explaining, – spontaneously or in response to prompting – how it was 
or was not possible for, say, two mixed parents to have a white child, or two 
black parents to have a mixed child, subjects (when their answers were forth-
coming) referred repeatedly to nonvisible, internal traits and family back-
ground. Here are some of the remarks recorded in my notes:

“It skips a generation, like eye color.”
“only if she [a negra] has white ancestors.”
“It depends on genetics.”
“if she has a clean belly [uma barriga limpa].” (See discussion below.)
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“if part of the blood is white.”
“It depends on her family.”
“if the blood is di! erent. . . . if the parents are mixed. " e grandfather, suppose he 
is a negro.”
“if her family has morenas.”
“if the family has white ancestry.”

" e verb puxar was often used, literally meaning “to pull” but here more like 
“to take after”. Most commonly subjects would suggest that a child might 
puxar either one parent or other, but several subjects indicated that a child 
could also puxar a grandparent or great grandparent.

" e abundance of “essentialist” explanations contrasts with a near absence 
of explanations clearly referring to the parents’ appearance. Subjects were not 
given information either about the family background or the appearance of 
parents, so there was nothing to prevent subjects from referring to parents’ 
skin color or hair form to predict the likely race of children, but in this con-
text, with their attention focused on matters of procreation, they did so only 
once or twice.

(b) A somatic trait associated with race – skin color – is regarded as more 
strongly inherited between parents and o! spring than a non-racial somatic 
trait – height. I asked several questions about the inheritance of physical traits: 
is it possible for two parents with dark skin to have a child with light skin? for 
two parents with light skin to have a child with dark skin? for two tall parents 
to have a short child? for two short parents to have a tall child? (the order of 
questions was randomized). In 48 cases, subjects gave clear answers to both 
skin color and height questions. In 20 cases their answers implied greater her-
itability for skin color than for height (e.g., two “no” answers to the skin color 
questions and a “no” and a “yes” to the height questions, or a “no” and a “yes” 
on skin color and two “yeses” on height). In four cases the answers implied 
greater heritability for height. In the remaining cases, the answers implied no 
di! erence. See Hirschfeld (1994) for similar results in tests of children. An 
obvious next step is to see whether the di! erential heritability of racial and 
non-racial traits generalizes across a wider range of traits.

(c) Perhaps the cleanest test of whether people regard race as a matter of 
appearance or as an underlying quality comes when appearance changes radi-
cally. I introduced the following question into the interviews: “Suppose there 
is a white man (branco). And suppose he goes through plastic surgery. He 
changes everything. He changes the color of his skin. He changes the form of 
his hair. He changes his nose and his lips. Now he has the appearance of a 
black man (negro). No one can tell him from a black man. Do you think he is 
a black man or a white man? What is your opinion?” 
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" e great majority of subjects (35 out of the 40 who answered) said that the 
man in question remains white. Some subjects elaborated:

“He has changed his appearance, not his DNA.”
“He is still white, but it’s better to call him black if he wants.”
“He’s white, because he’s of white descent.”
“It [his black appearance] is something artifi cial.”
“He’ll always be white. He changed his skin, not what he is.”

" ree subjects said, without elaborating, that the man would now be black. 
Another two seemed to have switched the story around and answered “He 
remains black,” as if for the reverse transformation from black to white.

In most cases I asked one further question: “Suppose this man has a child. 
Will the child be black or white?” I said nothing about the race of the mother, 
and no one brought it up. " irty four out of 35 subjects said the child 
would be white. " e closest to an exception was a woman who declared that 
these are the End Times, when God’s Law has broken down and anything is 
possible.

Finally, it is worth noting that none of the subjects was unfamiliar with 
plastic surgery, which is quite popular in Brazil, or with the idea that it could 
produce dramatic changes in appearance. Seven brought up Michael Jackson – 
well-known in Brazil – always to say that, in spite of whitening through plastic 
surgery, “Michael” is still black,

(3) ! e inheritance of race may be skewed black (a weak one drop rule). Figure 
1 is not symmetrical between black and white. Subjects were more likely to say 
that two mixed parents could have a black child than a white child. " ey were 
more likely to say that a black and a mixed parent could have a black child 
than that a white and a mixed parent could have a white child. " ey were 
more likely to say that two black parents could have a mixed child than two 
white parents. On the other hand, the question about the inheritance of skin 
color – Could two dark-skinned parents have a light-skinned child? and vice 
versa – showed no black skew. " ere were individual di! erences, with subjects 
who showed black skew on one question more likely to show it on the next. 
" e consistent theme here is a weak one-drop rule: while mixed race individu-
als are not simply classifi ed as black (the strong one-drop rule), they are treated 
as closer to blacks than to whites in their hereditary potential. Note the paral-
lel fi nding of black skew in the previous section where the intermediate cate-
gory moreno was rated more similar to negro than to branco. " is is in contrast 
with the white skew evident in classifying photographs and talking about 
actual people, when words referring to African physical features tend to be 
avoided. Apparently theories of heredity work in the opposite direction from 
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rules of etiquette, and Brazil and the USA are less di! erent than is sometimes 
reported.

" e weak one-drop rule evident in some Brazilians’ concepts of heredity 
deserves more investigation. It might refl ect a view that mixed race individuals 
are closer to blacks in their social position. Other possibilities are suggested by 
occasional comments invoking force or purity to explain asymmetries in inher-
itance. Several subjects commented that black blood was stronger (mais forte) 
than white blood (or Indian blood, according to one). No one mentioned 
genetic dominance and recessiveness. Others spoke of women giving birth to 
whiter babies as having “a clean belly” (uma barriga limpa). " ere may be 
traces in Brazilian thinking of an idea greatly elaborated in other parts of the 
world, that di! erent social segments are arranged in a hierarchy of purity, and 
that contact between pure and impure sullies the former more than it cleanses 
the latter. However, it is important to note that most subjects showed no black 
skew; the trends above refl ected the answers of a minority of subjects. 

Discussion

Essentialism and Mixture

Brazilians, contrary to what is sometimes written, have an essentialist concep-
tion of race. " is is not to deny that they are very aware of physical appearance 
and of race-based somatic di! erences, and have a large vocabulary to commu-
nicate these di! erences. But when asked the right questions, Brazilian subjects 
show that they additionally conceive of race as an inherited, underlying prop-
erty of individuals. 

Evidence for the inherited nature of race came from questions about hered-
ity. Not only did subjects consider that o! spring were likely to resemble par-
ents, they also saw deviations from the parental type as resulting from inherited 
family background. Another set of questions showed that subjects regard skin 
color as more strictly heritable than height. And no subjects thought that 
changes in outward appearance would change the race of subsequent o! spring. 
Evidence for race as an underlying property came from the questions on 
heredity referred to above, and also, unequivocally, from the large majority of 
subjects who declared that changes in outward appearance could not change a 
man’s race.

" ese fi ndings are consistent with other research suggesting that there is a 
common “essentialist” core to conceptions of race (and probably some other 
categories as well, like caste). 
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Some cautions are in order. " e present research did not investigate the 
ontogeny of concepts of race. External infl uences on development were sug-
gested by some spontaneous comments. Formal education mattered for some 
individuals who remembered learning about genetics in biology classes, or 
about the races of the world in social studies. However these memories were 
non-existent for many subjects, and hazy for almost all the rest. Subjects who 
brought up genetics or DNA in their answers generally could not elaborate 
when I prompted them. A young woman who recalled a college class in genet-
ics when she declared that the o! spring of a negro/branca union would be 
negro, mulato and branco in the proportions 1/4, 1/2 and 1/4 was very much 
an exception. With one exception, no one brought up race in Africa, Europe, 
or Asia, even when it might have been relevant to questions about the inheri-
tance of race. Mass media infl uenced one woman who recalled an episode 
from a telenovela (television serial drama) in support of the possibility that 
white parents might have a black child. Far more often mentioned, especially 
in connection with questions about possible o! spring of di! erent combina-
tions of parents, was variation among family, friends, and neighbors. " us it 
remains to be determined how domain-specifi c faculties, including essentialist 
ideas, interact with an abundant local knowledge in the development of adult 
ideas of race.

While Brazilians are (or can be) essentialists about race, they also generally 
recognize that racial essences can be mixed – that an individual, depending 
on her family, may combine the inheritance of more than one race. " e 
great majority of subjects said the o! spring of black and white parents would 
belong to an intermediate category. Many subjects (majorities or large minor-
ities) thought that unmixing could also occur: that mixed parents might 
give birth to white or black children, or that two white or two black parents 
might harbor enough of the ancestry of the other group to produce children 
belonging to an intermediate category. " e weak one-drop rule in the res-
ponses of large minority of subjects fell short of dividing individuals into 
distinct black and white categories. Subjects commented frequently, mostly 
positively, on the high level of admixture in Bahia, and the di#  culty of any-
one there knowing for sure they were unmixed. In short, race in Brazil is 
essentialized, but races in the present are not treated as discrete, species-like 
categories. 

Below I suggest a preliminary hypothesis to account for these fi ndings, 
which needs to be tested with further research, especially on children.

Many cognitive scientists argue that a skeletal concept of essentialized living 
kinds is an innate endowment. It allows children to infer that a kangaroo 
raised by goats will grow up to be a kangaroo, that a raccoon made to look 
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like a skunk is still a raccoon, that caterpillars will grow up to resemble adults 
of their kind, and so on. If the same schema is also activated in learning 
about human kinds, then there may be a shared core to race concepts across 
cultures, although children will still have to learn which human kinds are pres-
ent locally.

Yet the biological realities on which the mind operates are very di! erent in 
at least one important respect between non-human and human living kinds. 
" e non-human living kinds that a child or a biologist encounters are usually 
parceled out into reproductively isolated species. Exceptions – hybrids or 
intermediate forms – involve closely related species, or microbes. By contrast, 
members of di! erent human kinds routinely mate and produce o! spring. " is 
is why trying to categorize species according to their place in the one true tree 
of life is a reasonable project (with some allowance for hybridization), but try-
ing to categorize individuals and peoples by their place in the one true genea-
logical tree of human kinds is pretty hopeless.

I hypothesize that the schema of essentialism is under-specifi ed in one 
important respect: it provides little basis for inferring the results when parents 
of two di! erent kinds produce o! spring. Instead it leaves a blank space open 
for individual and cultural improvisation. For non-human kinds, this under-
specifi cation is of little practical moment: fertile crosses between very di! erent 
kinds are the stu!  of myth and fairy tale. But for human kinds, the puzzle of 
how to categorize the products of mixed unions is not easily evaded. I suggest 
that it is especially with regard to the identity of mixed o! spring and interme-
diate types that cultures vary widely, and the social construction of race is 
particularly blatant. (" is is not to say that it is only the identity of mixed race 
o! spring that is underspecifi ed by the essentialist construal of race. How races 
are seen to cluster when there are more than two of them is another area where 
there seems to be considerable (but not unlimited) variation across cultures. 
A preliminary result here is that indio (Indian) is closer to negro than branco 
in Brazilian categorizations.)

Certainly ethnography and history show a wide range of variation in the 
categorization of mixed o! spring. Studies in Mongolia, the USA and Brazil all 
fi nd evidence for an essentialist concept of ethnicity or race. Yet di! erent prin-
ciples govern the categorization of o! spring of mixed unions in each case, and 
these principles clearly connect with other aspects of local social structure. In 
Mongolia subjects say that the child in a mixed union will inherit his father’s 
rather than his mother’s ethnicity, refl ecting the importance of patrilineal 
descent groups in this culture area (Gil-White, 2001a). In the United States 
for much of its history, a strong version of the one-drop rule held sway, as both 
a legal principle and a powerful emotional reality – part of a distinctive politics 
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in which political equality among whites developed in parallel with the exclu-
sion of nonwhites (Degler, 1971; Marx, 1998). " e Brazilian pattern of treat-
ing the o! spring of mixed unions as belonging to an intermediate category, 
while recognizing the importance of family background in determining the 
traits of o! spring is a third pattern. " e estheticization of racial di! erence 
(especially in interaction with sexual di! erence) that accompanies the recogni-
tion and celebration of racial mixture refl ect a characteristically Brazilian mar-
riage of intimacy and inequality (Twine, 1998; Goldstein, 1999; Jones, 2000).

Biologists and anthropologists have often been impressed by how well the 
living kinds recognized in folk biology correspond to the genera and species 
recognized by scientists. Racial taxonomies are di! erent. Folk theories of race 
do pay some attention to the facts of human variation, and the idea of race as 
an underlying inherited trait obviously fi nds some corroboration in modern 
genetics. Yet folk theories also vary across cultures in ways that have little 
warrant in biology. " e example of Brazil is consistent with the theory that a 
pan-human schema of essentialism is the shared core in the representation 
of race and related social categories. Yet this example also implies that we need 
to learn more about what degrees of freedom exist in this schema to allow for 
the cross-cultural variation recognized by the phrase “the social construction 
of race.” 
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